Kitchen Tidy

6 Litre Kitchen Tidy:
Helping to recycle food waste

Aerated kitchen tidy
SULO’s aerated kitchen tidy has been elegantly designed to incorporate the use of compostable bags.
With a compact shape and small footprint the SULO aerated kitchen tidy boasts an array of modern features.
The purpose built bag retainer secures a compostable bag, keeping it concealed and the bin neat and tidy.
SULO’s aerated kitchen tidy works together with a compostable bag to enable aeration of the food waste and
encourages an aerobic environment that aids in minimising unpleasant odours.
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Sturdy carry handle with
comfort grip

Handle lock secures lid
during transport

Retainer neatly secures a
compostable bag

Optional bracket for
discrete cupboard
storage

Materials and Dimensions

Weight


Materials and dimensions for the Enclosed Kitchen
Tidy and Aerated Kitchen Tidy are consistent

Nominal volume:

6 litres        

Injection moulded from specially designed PP
Resistant to decay, frost, heat and chemicals
All container parts are recyclable
Customer markings available,
minimum order quantities apply

With Australian’s estimated to be generating nearly three million tonnes of food waste on an annual basis,
kerbside collection of household organics presents Local Government with an opportunity to improve recycling
rates. Research indicates that when collecting household food waste the provision of a kitchen tidy can greatly
increase resident participation and in turn improve diversion rates.

222mm

The SULO Kitchen Tidy has been ergonomically designed to meet the needs of the local market and fit
seamlessly into any modern kitchen. The compact shape and small footprint means the SULO kitchen tidy can
be easily placed on a bench top or in a cupboard.

Organics Collection

Enclosed kitchen tidy

Wide opening with unique
knife scraper for easy use

199mm

304mm

Removable lid for easy
cleaning

318mm

Ergonomic design for
effortless emptying

Elegant design is easily
customised

140mm

Measurements to be used as a guide only - variations will occur
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*Minimum batch quantities required
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